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From the nationwide satanic panic in the 1980s to local political cover-ups, shocking kidnappings,

unsolved child murders, and scandalous pedophile rings, this book takes you behind the deceptive

headlines and, finally, reveals what was going on in Omaha when all hell broke loose. Rich and

well-connected members of Omahaâ€™s elite carried out unspeakable acts of abuse and even

murder on innocent children. David Shurter was one of those sexually abused survivors forever

scarred by the horrible rites performed on him by his own parents and other followers of Satan. It

wasnâ€™t until he entered psychotherapy in midlife that long ignored childhood memories came to

light, and when he discovered his gruesome nightmares were indeed real. This book, finally, is an

expose of the surprising participants and unbelievable horrors involving murder, drugs, lavish

parties, pedophiles, suspected government conspiracies, and the Omaha gay scene that cast a

dark cloud of suspicion over an unsuspecting city. David Shurter takes you down the rabbit hole.
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This was an excellent account of issues like the pedophile ring, what I benefitted from was that the



author addressed the demon and satanic side of the problem! How to rid Arielle the demon or the

ghost was a difficult task, I didn't know that shamanism could help in detaching from demons or

ghosts to which I myself refer to as terrestrials! I hope I can find more books on how to detach the

demons/ghosts or terrestrials that are a terrible causative agent in the matter of pedophilia and

adultphilia, human trafficking, it's really sad, when u sense how the bigger network of forces operate

these herendious sexual behavior on human existence!

Play with your food much.The brave soul that wrote this book, documents the Post WWII error in our

society very well. It left me wondering did we actually win WWII or did we just imigrate the enemy in

to feed upon our children. To truely destroy an enemy you have to commit genocide upon them.

What is documented in this book is just that, a genocide. Some people would like to call them simply

predators.Honestly you can't call them predetors for predetors don't play with their food for decades,

they eat what they need and they go back to doing what makes them happy. A predetor does not

make friends with its enemy, then destory it, just to follow it around to see the damage it has

done.This book documents the destruction of the American culture. The sad truth is it did not come

from with out, it came from with in,

I liked it but wish the new age stuff would have been omitted.

Good Book

A good complement to "Michelle remembers" a bit sickening, but good if you have the possibility of

working with victims of Satanic abuse

Well- written, hauntingly honest, and ultimately uplifting. A very impressive man who is sharing a

harrowing story. Reading it will affect you deeply.

Interesting. Good author!

This disgusting problem keeps happening decade after decade just in my lifetime. And that's

despite politicians and media trying their best to cover it up. It's so horrorific most people can't

believe it. Get your believer fixed!
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